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ON GENERALIZATIONS OF SELF- I N] ECTlVE AND 

STRONGL Y REGULAR RINGS 

By Roger Yue Chi Ming 

Introduction 

A generalizat ion of injectivity, ca Iled E- injectivity, is studied in connection 

with von Neumann regular rings and continuous regular ring (in the sense of 

Y. Ulumi). Various pr。야rties of E- injectivity are develo야d. Conditions are 

given for modules Qver commutative E- injective rings with nilpotent si ngular 

ideal to have isomorphic injective hulls. Regular rings whose essential left 

ideals are two.saided ideals are a150 considered. 

Throught. A denoles an associative ring wilh identity and left (right) A-mo

dules are unita l. J. Z. Y will stand respectiveively for the Jacobson radical. the left 

singu la r ideal and the right singular ideal of A. As usual . a left (right ) ideal 

of A is called reduced if it contains no non-zero nilpotent elemen t. An ideal 

of A wi ll always mean a two-sided idea l. A is a left V-ring(after Willama

yor) iff every simple left A- module is injective. In the commutative case. 

V- rings coincide with von Neumann regular rings (1. Kaplansky). Recall 

that a left A- module M is p- injective if. for any principal left ideal P of A. 

every left A- homomorphism of P into M extends to one of A into M. A is 

von Neumann regular iff every left (right) i\- module is f1at iff every left(right) 

A-module is p - injective. [n general. flat modules need not be p-injective and 

the converse is not true either. But if J is a p- injective left ideal of A. then 

A/ J is a f1at left A-modulε Also. if M is a maximal left ideal of A which is 

an ideal. then AA/.\l is injective iff AA/ M is p-injective iff A/ MA is f1at [17] . 

The concept of injectivity is among the most imφrtant fundamental concepts 

in the theory of rings and modules. Recall that A is a left self-injective ring 

iff for any essential left ideal E of A. every left A- homomorphism of E into A 

extends to one of A into A. 

We here introduce the following generalization of injectivity 

DEFJNJTION. A left A-module M is called E-injective if. for any non-zero 

-c omplement left submodule C of M and relative complement K of C. any 
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essential left submodule E of M containing KEf;C, any left A-monomorphism 

g : E-.M and A- homomorphi sm J: E• M , there exists an endomorphism h of AM 

such that hg= J. 

Continuous rings were introduced by Y. Utumi. ( [11] , [12J). A left A- module 

M is called continuous if every left submodule isomorphic to a complemen t 

left submodule of M is a direct summand of M. Continuous modules generalize 

quasi.injective modules. rl is called left E- injective (resp. (1) continuous; (2) 

p- injective) if A‘ is E• injective (resp. (1) conti nuous ; (2) p• injective). A 

simi lar definition holds on the right side 

REMARK 1. Any continuous left A- module M is E- injec live 

RROOF. Let K be a non-zerO complement submodu le of A i\l, C a relative com. 

plement 01 K in M. Since M is conlinuous, then M = K!f!C. lf g: M - .M is a 

left A- monomorphism, J: M • M a left A- homomorphism , then g induces an 

isomorphism G 01 M onto M'=g(M) and if i:.1/’• 111 is the inclusion map, 
since 1\1’ is a direct summand 01 M , then there is an epimorphism p: M• M ’ 

such lhat pi = identity map on M'. Then h= JG - 1 p : M-M such that hg= hiG 
= J which shows that A i\l is E- injective 

Although E-injective modules are distinct from NCI modules (considered in 

[19: ) , the pr∞1 of [19, Proposition 2.2] yields 

PROPOSITION 1. JJ λf is an E- injective left A- module, then any com.þlemurl 

le끼 subm。이'Ile is a direct summand. 

COROLLARY 1. 1. A non.singular leJt E- injective ring i, Baer 

Applying Remark 1. we get 

COROLLAY 1. 2. The Jollowing condition, are equivalent 

(a) A i, leJt conti’IUOUS regulaT ; 

(b) A is a leJt E- injectπe ring whose principal left ideals are comþlement le/t 

ideals; 

(c) A is r;ght p-injective left non-singular Ifft E- injective 

The next corollary then follows. 

COROLLARY 1. 3 

(1) A right selJ.injective leJt non.,ingular le.η E- injective Ting is Iff! self

injective regular (cf [6, Theorem 2.28] ). 
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(2) A right COlltinuous left non-singular left E-injective ring is left continuous 

regular 

PROPOSITlON 2. Let A be le까 E- injective. Then 

(1) An element of A is right invertible iff its left annihilator is zero. Conse

.quently, eνery left (or right) A-nwdule is divisible; 

(2) Jf eveη comPlement ltft idealol A is an ideal, tMn A/ Z is von Neumann 

regular and Z=J. 

PROOF. (1) One implicalion is obvious. Let cEA such that I(c) = 0. The 

map g: A• A defined by g(a) =ac for all aEA is a monomorphism. If j : A• A 

is lhe inclusion map. there exists hEEnd (AA) such that hg= j. Then l = j(l) = 

hg (l ) = h(c) = ch (l), showing that c is right invertible in A. It follows that 

any non-zero-divisor is inverlible in A and every left (right) A-m여ule is 

divisible 
(2) Now supp。똥 that every complement left ideal of A is an idea l. Le t 

O*bε11/Z ， b= b+ Z , bεA， be;;Z , K a non-zerO complement left ideal such 

that E= I(b) $ K is an essenlial left idea l. The set of left ideals containing I(b) 

and having zero intersection with K has a maximal member C which is a 
relative complement of K in A. If L=C$ K , define a map g ‘ L• A by g(c+k) 

=c- kb, cEC, kE K. Then g is a monomorphism(in as much as 1 (b) n K=O and 

K is an ideal of A) and if i : L-l1 is the inclusion map, there exisls an endo

morphism h of AA such lhat hg = i. With h(l) = d, for any kεK， k=i(k) =hg(k) 

=h(kb)=kbh (l )= kbd, whence K드I(b-bdb) ， yielding E=I(b) g;;K드I(b-bdb) ， 

which proves lhat AfZ is von Neumann regular (because b-bdbεZ). If zεZ， 

aEA , then 1(l -za)= O which implies that (I- za) is right invertible in A by 

(1), whence zEJ. This shows that Z드J. Finally, since for any ideal T , (J+ 

T) f T is contained in lhe Jacobson radical of A fT , lhen J드Z (AfZ being 

regular) which yields J = Z. 

Since a commutative fully Goldie ring is Noetherian [3], the next corollary 

then follows 

COROLLARY 2. 1. A commutative E-injective lully Goldie ring is Artiniall 

A is called a left Z- ring if the set of left ideals which are left annihilators 

of subsels of the injective hull of AA satisfies the ascending chain condition 

(cf. :5] ). 
Applying [5, Theorem 11. 4. 1 B] , we get 
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CûROLLARY 2.2. 1\ commutalÎve E-inject i7;e 2 - r‘ng is ilrtinian 

The next two remarks also hold. 

REMARK 2. The fo lJowing conditions are equivalent for a commutative ring 

A : (a) A is quasi-Frobeniu엎an; (b) A is an E- injective Z-ring whose socle is 

principaJ; (c) A is a p- injective l'- ring‘ (cf. )0, Pr。∞sitions 2 and 3}. ) 

REMARK 3. The fo lJowing conditions are equivalent for a commutative ring 

A: (a) Every factor ring of A is quasi-Frobeniusea n; (b) A is an E-injective 

r -ring whose finitely generated ideals 8re principal 

、，\'e do not know whether Proposition 2(2) holds for arbitrary left E- injective 
nngs. 

Note that if 1 is a non-sing1미 lar left ideal of ,\, then 1(I) is an ideal of A 

which is a complement left idea J. Jf 11 is left continuous regular such that 
every non.zerO ideal contains a non-zero nilpotent element, then A is left self. 
injective ,ll , Theorem 3J 

1n the next remark , Utumi ’s decomposition [11, p. 604J of left continuous 

regular rings is extended in (1) while (2) gives a non-trivial generalization of 

the self-inject ive regular case ,7, Theorem 9.14; 

REMARK 4. Let A be semi-prime left E injectivc 

(1) S, the sum of a lJ reduccd ideals of 11, is the unique maximal strongly 

regular ideal of A and we have a ring direct sum A = Sæ T , where S is a left 

and right continuous strongly regular ring, T is the minimal direct summand 

。f A containing a lJ the nilpotent elements; 

(2) Jf J1/, N are non-sin밍lar left A-m여ules with injective h비 Is F, K respec

tivey, there exists a central idemJX)tent e such that AtJH embeds in AeK and 

A (1-, )N embeds in A(!-,)F. 

Note that continuous regular rings(even commutative with nQn-zero socJe) 

need not be self-injective [12, p.I72]. Thus semiprime E- injective rings gener

a1ize effectively continuous reg1니 lar rings and semi-prime seJf-injective rings 

A com영quence of Remark 4 (2) is that if ,1 is prime left E- injective, then 

for any non.singular left A-modules ,11, N , either J1/ embeds in the injective 

huJJ of AN or N embeds in the injective huJJ of AM 

Characteristic properties of semi.simple Artinian rings are now given in 
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terms of E- injectivity ‘ 

PROPOSITION 3. The Jollowing conditions are equivalent 

(1) .tl is semi-si11lple Artinian; 

(2) 사 is a semi-prime left E- injective left ! - ring; 

(3) ,\ leJt A - module is Jlat iJJ it is E-비ectlVt. 

PROOF. Obviously, (1 ) implies (2) 

Assume (2). By Proposition 2(1 ) , A is its Own c1assical left (a nd right) 

quotient ring. Then (2) implies (3) by [5, Corollary 5. 13J . 

Assume (3) . Jf M is an E- injective Jeft A- moduJe, H the injective hull 

。f ,11, then j\J and 1-1 are f1at which impJies that Q= M(fJJ-J is f1at. Jn as 
much as AQ is now E- injective. if): J)1• lJ, k: H• Q are the inclusion maps, 

’ ‘,1/- '.11 the identity map, p: M (BC• M the naturaJ project ion, where 

C is a reJative compJement of :11 in AQ, then kjp extends to an endomorphism 

h of AQ. Now is the restriction of h to M and if q is the naturaJ projection 

of Q onto M , then g =g샤 is a map of H into M such that gj= i. This proves 

that M is a direct summa~d of AI1, whence M = H is injective. Then every 

pr이ect ive Jeft A mαluJe (being fJat) is injective, whence A is quasi-Frobeniu
sean [4, Theorem 24.20: . Since every simple Jeft A- moduJe is E- injective, then 

A is a Jeft V- ring which yieJds A semi-simple Artinian . Thus (3) impJies (1). 

Recall that A is Jeft unilorm iII every non-zerO Jeft ideaJ is esscntiaJ. Note 

that E- injectivity does not impJy p- injectivity and the CQnverse is not true 

either. Rings whose simpJe right moduJes are either p- injective or projective 

(callecl right p- V ’ rings) need not be semi-prime (cf. for exampJe [13, p. 297J ). 

RD1ARK 5. (1) Jf A is Jeft uniform Jeft E- injective, then A is a directJy 

finite Jeft continuous JocaJ ring such that Z=J is the unique maximaJ right 

(Ielt) ideaJ of A; (2) If A is right uniform right p-V'-ring, then the right 
singular ideaJ Y is the unique maximaJ two-sided ideaJ of A; (3) A Jeft p

injective ring is left continuous iff it is left E• injective; (4) Jf A is Jeft 

Noetherian such that each prime factor ring is either Jeft or right p- injective, 
‘hen A is Jeft Artinian 

REMARK 6. If M is an E- injective Jeft A-m여uJe ， Q a non-singuJar Jeft A

moduJe. for any A-homomorphism J ‘ M • Q, ker J is a direct summand of i\1. 

(If E is an essentiaJ extension of ker J in i\1, for any bEE, J(b)εZ(Q) ， the 

singl.l Jar submoduJe of Q, which is zero. Thus E=ker J is a direct summand 
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of M by Proposition 1) . 
、

Write Z,(II) = {aEIIILa<;;;Z for some essential Jeft ideaJ L of .4}. Since Z,(A) 

is an ideaJ which is a compJement left ideaJ of A, the next remark 

follows 

REMARK 7. If A is left E• injective whose complement left ideals are ideals, 
then II = Z,(II) (!)B, where B is a Jeft and right continuous strongly reg1니 lar 

rmg 

REMARK 8. 11 is }eft non-singular iff every E- injective Jeft lI- moduJe con

tains its singu lar submodule as a direct summancr. 

A Jeft A-moduJe M is called semi-simpJe if the intersection of all the maxi
maJ left submodu Jes of M is zero. Then A is a Jeft V- ring iff every Jeft 11-

moduJe is semi-simpJe [9, Theorem 2. 1] . 

REMARK 9. The following conditions are equivaJent: (a) 11 is a reg1니ar Jeft 

V- ring; (b) A cycJ ic left II-module is semi-simpJe iff it is p- injective 

For any Jeft II-moduJe M , rM(J) = {yEM IJy=O} is a Jeft submoduJe of M. If 

J is a Jeft A- homomorphism of AP into AM, then J(rp(J))드rM(J) . We now 

turn to sufficient conditions for two modules to have isomorphic injective 

hulls 

THEOREM 4. Lel A he a commutatit'e E-injective ring ψith nilpotent singular 

idea!‘ lf A1, N are A-modules such lhat there exist isomorPhic A-modules P, R with 

1I101Iomorphism J: P-M, g : R-N having the properties that J(rp(J)) (resp. 

g(rR(J))) is essentia! in rM(J) (resp. rN(J)) , then M alld N have iSO l1lorphic 

injectiνe hul/s 

PROOF. Let E, Q denote the injective hulls of M , N respectiveJy and j : M • 

E, i: N~Q the incJusion maps, Then F= jJ, G=ig are monomorphisms and 

since Q is an injective A-mαJule ， there exists an A-homomorphism H : E• Q 
such that HF=Gh. For any O=FuErE(J) , since M is essentiaJ in E, there exists 

bεA such that O=FbuEM and then Jbu=bJu=O implies that buErM(J), showing that 

rM(J) is an essentiaJ submoduJe of rE(J) . Therefore F(rp(J))=J(rp(J)) is an 

essentiaJ submoduJe of rE(J). SimiJarJy, G (r R(J)) is an essential submoduJe of 

rQ(J). Now ker H nImF= O impJies ker ['In F(rp(J)) = O and si nce F(rp(J)) is 

essentiaJ in rE(J) , we have ker l-l n rE(J) = 0. At this point, we note that, by 
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Propcsition 2(2) , A jJ is VOn Neumann regular and J =Z is nilpotent. If J = O, 
then f(P) ""g(R) and f(P) (resp. g(R)) essential in E (resp. Q) imply EzQ 

Now assume that J* O_ Let Il be the least positive integer such that J l1 = O 

Then J n- I ker H드rE(J) n ker H = O and similarly, if 11 - 1> 1, we have Jn -Z 

ker H = O and 50 on. Thus we reach ker H = O, yielding an isomorphism K 

H(E) • E(where KH(u) = u for aJJ u르E) Since Q= H (E) (BS for some suhmodule S 

of Q, define 1 : Q• E as foJJows: for any q=ν+ s， qEQ, vE lI (E) , sES , t(q) = 

K(ν). Then 1 is a weJJ-defin어 A- homomorphism and since lIF=Gh , 、.v e get 

G (r R(J)) n ker 1= 0 which implies r Q(J) n ker t = O. The preceding proof then 

yields ker 1= 0. N。、v ker I= S and we finaJJy have Q= H(E) and K ‘ Q• E is an 

isomorphism) which completes the prooL 

A necessary and sufficient condition for two injective modules to be isomor

phic now foJJows. 

COROLLARY 4. 1. 1f A ;s commutat;.e E- ;,’jective with lI ilþo!e l1l singu.!ar ideal , 
1\1, N injec!iνe A- modules, the 1l i\JzN ;ff rM (J)zrN(J) 

RecaJJ that a ring is fully idempotent(resp. fuJJy left idempotent) if every ideal 

(resp. left idea l) is idempoten t. Note that if A i5 fuJJy idempotent , then any 

ideal T of A is a fuJJy idem potent ring (indeed, for any IET , IE(AIA)'드 
(TtT) Z) . Similarly, if A is fuJJy right idempotent, lhen any ideal of A is a 

fuJJy right idempotent ring. It may also be noted that if 서 IS seml-pnme, 
then any essential left ideal of A which is an ideal must be right essent ial 

Various generalizal ions of strongly regular rings have been considered in [14] 

and : 15] . A is called ERT (resp. EL T) if every essential right (resp. left) 

ideal is an ideal while A is called MERT if any maximal essential right ideal (if 

it exists) is an idea l. We know that EL T fully right idempotent rings are von 

Neumann regular [8, Corollary 6J. EL T regular rings generalize efleclively 

strongly regular rings and semi-prime rings whose left ideals are quasi-injective 

The next result improves [15, CoroJJary 1. 4: and )6, Remark 6: 

THEOREM 5. The 끼ollowing con이tions ιre equzτale l1l for C! n ELT ring !l. 

(1) A is V01l !I’'euma l1!l regular; 

(2) A has a 끼aximal ideal which is a fully idempotent ring; 

(3) A ;s a left p - V ’ ring cO l1taining a prime ideal which is a fully idemþolent 

rzng ’ 
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(4) Every essential lef t jdea/ ;5 idempo:ent and there exÎsls a prime ideal which 

is a fully idemþo!ent ring; 

(5) E-çery c)'clic semj.simple right 11→ 1/W이'J!e is flat ; 

(6) A is right η'on-s;ngular whose simþle right 11lodu/es are flat Sltch. that eνery 

esstntial lefl ideal is right essential; 

(7) For each f .1ctor ring 01 A , every essential left ideal is right essential while 

the ;nlersect;on 01 the right singular idea/ and the Jacobson radical is zero; 

(8) .\ is right p- V ' ring such that every essen/ial left ideal is right essent ial; 

(9) There exists a l1 ideal T such that 11/ T Qnd T are fully idemþotent rings 

PROOF. Obviously, (1 ) implies (2) through (8) ‘ 

If ,1 has a maximal ideal AI, then A/ M is a simple ring which is therefore 

full y left (and right) idemtpoten t. Thus (2) implies (9) 

(3) im plies (4 ) by [14 , Pro∞sition 3J 

Assume (4). Let P be a prime ideal which is a full y idempotent ring. Since 

,l/ P is a prime ELT full y idempotent ring, then (4) implies (9) ‘ 

lf 사 IJ A is flat , then J = O. Therefore (5) implies (6) 

Assume (6). lt is sufficient to show that A is semi-prime for then, (6) will 

imply (9) by [ 1, Theorem 3. 1J. Suppose there exists a non-zero ideal l' such 

that 1" = 0. Let K be a complement left ideal such that L = r (1' )@K is an 

essential left idea l of A. Then l' K드Kn 1'드K nr( 1' ) = O implies that K드r (1')， 

whence K= O. Thus r(1') is an essential left ideal and since 1'r(1') = 0, the 

hypothesis that r( 1' ) is right essential leads to l'드 y= o， a contradiction ’ T his 

proves that A is semi .prime 

Assume (7). The pr∞f of “ (6) implies (9)" shows that cvery factor ring of A 
is semi-pri me. Therefore A is fully idempotent and (7) implies (9) 

Assume (8). Suppose that A is not fully right idempoten t. Then there exists 

hE A such that .4b,\+ r(b) * A. If K is a complement left ideal such that L = 

AbAEP K is an essential left ideal of A , then LA is essential and since bK드Kn ilbA 

= 0, then K드r(b) which implies that AbA+r(b) is proper right essential in 

시A. Let M be a maxi mal right ideal containing AbA+ r(b) ‘ Then 11/.11 A cannot 

be projective (in 양 much as M A is essential in A A) which implies that A/ M A 

is Þ injective. Now the map J:bA - 'A / M given by J(ba) = a+ M for all aEA 

yields h -,\l=J (b) = db + M for some dEA , whence l - db E i\1, leading to l E ,\I, 

which contradic ts J1* A. This :proves that A is fully right idempotent and 

then (8) im pl ies (9) 
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1f B is a prime ring whose essenlial lefl ideals are idem∞tent ， [or any non

zero ideal T of B, tET , lhere exisls a complemenl left subideal K of T such 

that L = Bt(f!K is an essential left subideal of T , and therefore an essential left 

ideal of B (since sT is essential in sB). Then tEL= L' which le“ads 10 t <2Tt 

lt follows lhat for any b<2 B, b<2 (BbB)b 、，vhich shows lhal B is flllly left 

idempotent 

Now assume (9). For any bEA, since A / T is fully idempotenl, lhen AbA~ 

T= (AbA)'+T which implies thal b-cεT for sαne c<2 (Abl l )', whence b- cε 
T(b-c)T(b-c)T드 (AbA)'， 、.vhich yields b<2 (AbA)', showing that A is fully 

idempolen t. lf P is a prime ideal of A , then A/ P is an ELT fully idempotent 

ring and we have just seen that in this case, B=A/ P is a fully left idempotent 

ring. If S is the socle of B, then B/S is a fully left idempotent ring whose 

maximal left ideals are ideals which implies that B/ S is strongly regular. Since 

S and B/ S are f비Iy right idempotent rings, then B is a fully right idempotent 

ring and by [8, Corollary 6J , B is von Neumann regular. Therefore (9) implies 

(1) by [7, Corollary 1. 18J. 

Theorem 5(8) yields immediately 

COROLLARY 5. 1. lJ every essential leJt ideal oJ A is an essential right ideal 

alld evtry sillgular right A- module is injective, then .t1 ís regular , right hereditary‘ 

COROLLARY 5.2. The Jollowing conditions are equivalent Jor an ELT ring rl 

(a) A is a regular right V - rillg; (b) A cyclic right i\ - module is flat iff it is semi

S’mple 

Follow ing ßirkenmeier [2J , A is called (1) a right GFC ring if every 

faithful cyclic right A- module generates the category of 1 ight A- modules ; (2) 

a strongly right bounded ring if every non-zero right 띠eal contains a non

zero idea l. We note the following res비 ts: (a) A strongly right bounded ring 

is right GFC [2, Lemma 1. 2J ; (b) A right non-singular right GFC ring i" 

semi-prime [2, Proposition 1. 4]. Right GFC rings generalize effectively right 

duo rings, strongly regular rings, right FPF and right pselldo-Frobeniusean 

rlngs 

PROPOSITION 6. Let A be a MERT right GFC ring whose simPle leJt modules 

are flat. Thell A is regular 

PROOF. Suppose that Y y!oO. Then there exists O* yE: Y such that / = 0 [18, 
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Lemma 7;. If M is a m없imal right ideal containing r( y} , then M is an ideal 

of A which implies that M is an maximalleft ideal of A. Now AA/ M is f1at and 

since y드시， then y=yu for some uEM. Therefore l -uEr(y}드M yields lEM, 

、이1ich conlradicts M* A This proves thal Y= O and by [2, Proposition 1. 4: , 
A is semi-prime. Now suppose that there exisls cEA such that Acil+ r(c} * i1 . 

If R is a maximal right ideal containing AcA+ r(c} , lhen R must be right 
2 essential (olherwise, R = r(e) , e= e εA， and eAcA= O implies (cAeA}<=o , 

whence cAeA= O, yielding eEr(c) and then e= .'= O, which contradicts e*O} 

Therefore R is a maximal left ideal and AA/ R being f1at leads, as above, to a 

contradiction. This proves that A is fully right idempotent. Since we know 

that a MERT ωlIy right idempotent ring is ERT, lhen A is regular by 

Theorem 5(6}. 

Since a prime right Grc ring is right Goldie [2, Corollary 3.6], we get 

COROLLARY 6. 1. Let A be a .\1ERT rillg whose simþle leJt modules are Jlat 

1/ ~i.!ery fuc lor ring is GFC. then A is unit.regular 

RnlARK 10. The lollowing conditions are equivalent for a MERT ring A 
(a) ,\ is regular and biregular; (b) every simple right A-m여ule is nat and 

lor any aεA， AaA is the left annihilator of an element; (c) if a,bEA such 

that Aall -'- Aι\*A ， then llall+ AbA is the left annihilator 01 a non-nilpotent 

<:enlral elemenl 01 A. In that case, A is a unit-regular left and right V- ring. 

THEORE씨 7. The follrrJ.J;ng conditions are equivalent: 

(1) 서 is slrollgly regular; 

(2) ,\ is a A1ERT strong l,v right bounded rillg whose simþle leJt modules are Jlat; 

(3) A is a stongly right bounded ring whose s;mþle right modl“les art Jlat 

PROOF. Obviously, (l) implies (2) 

(2) implies (3) by :2, Lemma 1. 2J and Proposition 6. 

Assume (3) . We first prove that J = O. Supp。앞 there exists O*b드J. Then 

b,\ contains a non-zero ideal T. If I(T} + bA* A , let R be a maximal right 

ideal containing I(T} + bA. Since il/ RA is flat , and bER, then b= db for some 

dER. No \V l-dE/(b)드I(T}드R implies that 1εR， which contradicts R* A 

Now suppose lhal I(T} + (bA)= A. Then l = bc+ u, c든A， uEI(T) and for any 

O* t ET , I = bct. Since bcEJ, there exists v드A such that v (l - bc) = 1 which 

yields l =v(l - bc)t =v(t-bct}=O , a conlradiction again’ This proves that J = O 

Now jf o*uεA such that u2= O, since uA contains a non-zero ideal \V, we 
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have IV'드uAIV=uW드u'A= O ， which implies that \1"드J= O. This contradict ion 

proves that A is reduced. lt is well.known that a reduced ring whose simple 

right modules are flat is strongly regular and hence (3) implies (]) 

lf T is a reduced ideal of A , then any idempotent in T is central in A 

Since a left continuous strongly regular ring is right cont inuous, the next 

result then follows from Propositions 1, 2 and the proof of Theorem 7 

T HEOREM 8. The following conditions are equivalent 

(1) A is left and right continuous strongly regular; 

(2) A is left Jlon-singular left E- injective whose comPle끼ent left ideals are ideals 

01 t1; 

(3) A is lelt non.siη'gular left E- injectit'e whose complement rjght ideals are 

ideals 01 t1; 

(4) A is semi-prime strongly right bou11.ded l~ft E- ;,’)ectl 'l'e: 

(5) tI is reduced lelt E- injective 

COROLLARY 8. 1. 1/ A is reduced with a classical lelt quolienl ring Q, Ihen Q 

is continuous strongly regular iff Q is a left E- in;ectiνe rtng ‘ 

REMARK 11. A is simple Artinian iff A is a prime right GFC ring satisfying 

any one of the following conditions : (a) every simple right A- module is flat; 

(b) every simple left A- module is flat ; (c ) A is right p - injective; (d) A is left 

p- injective 

Finally, we note that the proof of “ (9) implies (1) " in Theorem 5 shows 

the validity of the next remark 

REMARK 12. A MERT f비 Iy left idempotent ring is v<..n Neumann reg비ar . 
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